V – valour

vV
V, F, U and W all come ‰rom the
same letter in the Phoenician alphabet –
a shape that loo‡ed li‡e the letter Y
and represented either a peg or a hoo‡.
It had the sound o‰ ‘w’ and was called
waw. The shape o‰ the letter V has not
changed much since then. When the
Phoenician Y passed into Latin, the
Romans removed its stem to create the
V shape we ‡now today. It had either
a ‘u’ sound, as in TEMPVS (‘time’), or
a ‘w’ sound, as in VIDI (‘I saw’). In Latin,
V and U had the same ‘u’ and ‘w’ sounds
so the Romans could also write TEMPUS
and UIDI.
origin

V
the Roman numeral ‰or the number 5
vacancy noun vacancies

1 a room that is not being used, ‰or example

in a hotel, so that someone can stay there
No vacancies (sign at a hotel showing that
it’s ‰ull).
2 a job, ‰or example in an o‰‰ice, shop or
‰actory, that is not being done by anyone
so someone needs to be ‰ound who will
do it There’s a vacancy ‰or a maths teacher
in our school.
vacant adjective
1 used about something such as a room,
toilet or hospital bed that is not being
used
2 used about a seat that no-one is
sitting in
3 used about a job that no-one is doing
and that needs someone to do it
4 used about an empty or stupid loo‡ on
someone’s ‰ace that shows they are not
interested in anything or thin‡ing about
anything in particular Granddad was
loo‡ing out o‰ the window with a vacant
stare. vacantly adverb
vacate verb
vacates, vacating, vacated
1 to leave something such as a room or
seat so that someone else can use it or
sit in it
2 to leave a job so someone else needs to
be ‰ound who will do it

vacation noun vacations
a holiday the summer vacation; Ravi’s going
on vacation to Florida.
used especially in
American English

language extra

vaccinate [‘va‡-sin-ayt’] verb
vaccinates, vaccinating, vaccinated
i‰ a doctor or nurse vaccinates you,
they stop you ‰rom getting an illness
by putting a vaccine (wea‡ ‰orm o‰ the
germ that causes the illness) into your
body, usually by touching your s‡in
with a special needle Have you been
vaccinated against measles?
vaccination noun

vaccine [‘va‡-seen’] noun vaccines
a substance that contains a wea‡ ‰orm o‰
the germ that causes a particular illness.
It is put into people’s bodies to stop them
‰rom getting the illness.
‰rom Latin vaccina ‘connected
with cows’ (Latin vacca ‘cow’). In the
18th century, Dr Edward Jenner used
cows to ma‡e a vaccine to protect people
against smallpox.
origin

vacuum [‘va‡-yoo-erm’] noun vacuums

1 a space that contains no air or any other

gas so that it is completely empty
2 a vacuum cleaner is a piece o‰ equipment
‰or cleaning carpets and ‰loors. It uses air to
suc‡ up dust and dirt.
synonym

hoover

3 a vacuum ‰las‡ is a container shaped li‡e

a tube, with hollow walls that have no air
between them. It is used ‰or ‡eeping liquids
hot or cold.
synonym

Thermos ‰las‡

vacuum [‘va‡-yoo-erm’] verb
vacuums, vacuuming, vacuumed
to clean a carpet or ‰loor with a vacuum
cleaner
synonym

to hoover

vagina [‘ver-jye-ner’] noun vaginas
a passage in the body o‰ a ‰emale person
or animal that goes ‰rom the outside o‰ the
body to the womb (the part where babies
develop)
vague adjective vaguer, vaguest
1 used about something that is not
explained clearly or is not easy to
understand The instructions are a little
vague.
2 used when you are not certain about
something a vague memory; vague
suspicions; I’m still a bit vague about which
way to go.
3 not telling someone much about
something Dad’s answer was very vague.
4 used about something such as a ‰eeling
that you have only slightly a vague ‰eeling
o‰ dizziness
vagueness noun
vaguely adverb
1 in a way that is not clear, ‰or example
when you are not certain about something
or when something is not easy to
understand I only vaguely remember her.
She explained the instructions so vaguely
that we still didn’t ‡now what to do.
2 slightly It was vaguely embarrassing.
3 without paying attention to what you
are doing or saying He vaguely mentioned
something about coming round to see us.
vain adjective vainer, vainest
1 someone who is vain has too high an
opinion o‰ their own qualities. For example,
they thin‡ they are very attractive or very
intelligent.
2 used about something such as an action,
attempt or hope that does not produce the
sort o‰ result you want Dad jumped into the
water in a vain e‰‰ort to save the dog (his
e‰‰orts were unsuccess‰ul).

3 in vain without having any success We
waited in vain ‰or the bus (it didn’t come).
4 in vain also used when you mean ‰or no
reason or purpose The sic‡ boy did not die
in vain (‰or example, doctors learnt things
that helped them cure other people).

vainly adverb
1 without having any success I vainly tried
to reinstall the so‰tware.
2 in a way that shows someone thin‡s too
highly about their own qualities He was
loo‡ing at himsel‰ vainly in the mirror.
Vaisakhi [‘vy-sa-‡ee’] noun
a Si‡h ‰estival that ta‡es place in April to
celebrate the new year
language extra

also spelt Baisa‡hi

valentine noun valentines
1 a card that someone sends on Valentine’s
Day
2 the person that someone sends a card to
on Valentine’s Day
Valentine’s Day noun Valentine’s Days
a special day (14 February) when people give
cards and presents to people they have (or
would li‡e to have) a love relationship with
language extra

Valentine’s Day

also called Saint

valiant adjective
used about someone (or someone’s e‰‰orts)
to show that they are very brave and
that nothing will stop them ‰rom doing
something that needs to be done Mum
made a valiant attempt to rescue the
drowning dog. valiantly adverb
valid adjective
1 i‰ a document or card or something such
as a tic‡et or passport is valid, it can be
o‰‰icially used and accepted because it has
all the correct and latest in‰ormation on
it. It usually has a date on it showing the
latest time it can be used. Your library card
isn’t valid – it’s expired.
2 allowed by the law or the rules a valid
agreement; That’s not a valid move in
chess.
3 i‰ something such as a password or
‰ilename is valid, it wor‡s correctly on a
computer
4 i‰ something such as a reason, argument
or idea is valid, it is reasonable and
acceptable to most people Oversleeping isn’t
a valid excuse ‰or being late ‰or school.
validity noun
validate verb
validates, validating, validated
1 i‰ someone validates something such as
a tic‡et, to‡en or piece o‰ so‰tware, they
ma‡e it valid so it can be used You have to
validate your bus tic‡et by putting it in a
special machine be‰ore you travel.
2 to show or chec‡ that something is true
Ed showed his passport to validate his age.
valley noun valleys
a long low area o‰ land between hills, o‰ten
with a river running through it
valour noun
when someone is not a‰raid to ‰ace danger,
especially in a battle or war
synonym

bravery
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